General Tweet Chat Announcements:
Join @fem2pt0 and @NationalNow today @ 12pm EST for a tweetchat on intersectional feminism &
social media. #digifem2 #fem2
Stay tune today for our tweetchat @ 12pm EST. We’ll discuss #socialmedia & feminism w/
@NationalNow http://ow.ly/y7Gwh
Do you think that social media is the future of #feminism! Join us w/ @NationalNow for a tweetchat
today at 12 pm ET. #digifem2 #fem2
Have you registered to attend #NOW14? Today at 12pm ET we'll discuss the conference’s details w/
@NationalNow & its experts. #digifem2
Do you have a question for @NationalNow & its #NOW14 conference? Check out our tweetchat today
@ 12pm ET #digifem2
Intro tweets:
Welcome 2 @NationalNow & @fem2pt0 tweetchat. Ask ?s abt issues that NOW is currently working on
w/ hashtag #digifem2
Thanks 4 joining @fem2pt0 & @NationalNow tweetchat 4 women and social media. Ask us about
feminism and intersectionality w/ hashtag #digifem2
For the next hour, we will be talking w/ @NationalNow. Among other issues we’ll discuss #paygap btw
men & women. #digifem2
We’re talking w/ @NationalNow abt women, immigration & the power of #socialmedia. Follow our
conversation by using #digifem2
General tweets for during the tweetchat:
Online activism is powerful b/c #socialmedia has helped #feminists to reach out to thousands of voices.
#digifem2
Hashtag campaigns such as #solidarityisforwhitewomen & others have shown how #socialmedia can
influence the feminist dialogue. #digifem2
Why socialmedia & feminism are a powerful combo? B/c @pewresearch, shows that 74% of online women
use social networking sites. #digifem2
.@pewresearch report shows that females aged 18-29 are now the "power users" of social media. Join the
conversation NOW. #digifem2
In May 2013, after 60000 tweets the #FBRape campaign won its online battle against #Facebook. Because
#digifem2 is powerful.

Tweets to end the tweetchat:
Thank you for participating in today’s #digifem2 tweetchat w/ @NationalNow. The conversation will
continue @ #NOW14 conference, 6/27-29.
We had a great conversation abt intersectional feminism & socialmedia w/ @NationalNow. TY all for

being part of it. #digifem2
Tweetchat questions from NOW
1. What issues are @NationalNOW working on currently? #DigiFem2
2. What kind of issues/topics will be covered at #NOW14? #DigiFem2 cc @NationalNOW
@fem2pt0
3. What other groups does @NationalNOW work with on the variety of issues NOW covers?
#DigiFem2
4. What are some issues that @NationalNOW works on that address intersectionality? #digifem2
5. How can you make the idea of intersectionality a reality in feminist activism/actions? #digifem2
cc @NationalNOW @fem2pt0
6. How will @NationalNOW continue to develop the conversation about intersectional feminism?
#digifem2
7. How has the internet helped to make feminist dialogues more intersectional? Whose voices has
it amplified? #digifem2 cc @NationalNOW @fem2pt0
8. Why is intersectional feminism important? #digifem2 cc @NationalNOW @fem2pt0
9. What are some ways that @NationalNOW uses social media as a tool to spark dialogue about
intersectionality? #digifem2
10. What’s the last day to register online for #NOW14? #DigiFem2 cc@NationalNOW @Fem2pt0
11. How has to @NationalNOW worked to fight media like George Will’s #SurvivorPrivilege story?

